Agent’s Guide to

SEASONAL HOME INSURANCE
When your customer describes one of these scenarios,
say “YES” with a seasonal dwelling policy from American Modern.

RUSTIC RENTAL
“Mark and Lucy were excited to ﬁnally purchase the lake
house they’d always wanted. What they didn’t realize
was that a standard homeowners policy wouldn’t cover
it. I was able to oﬀer them the protection they needed
with a seasonal policy from American Modern.”
– Susan, Agent

INVESTMENT-GRADE
RESORT PROPERTY
“Andrea purchased a home in an upscale community and
planned to use it as a part-time residence until she retired.
Because of the occupancy, a standard homeowners policy
may have fallen short had there been a claim. A seasonal
home policy from American Modern oﬀered just the
protection she needed.”
– Dennis, Agent

SHORT-TERM
RENTAL
“A major sports arena that’s nearby opened the door for
Ryan to make a quick buck on a short-term rental. But
he needed the right insurance. With American Modern,
I was one of the few able to oﬀer it.”
– Connor, Agent

MANUFACTURED
HOME
“A late model manufactured home in a warm, sunny
community somewhere south was just what Frank and
Donna wanted. But when they found it, they also found
that a seasonal home requires special coverage. I was
able to oﬀer them a “YES” thanks to American Modern.”
– Alicia, Agent

Quote American Modern

®

AND SAY “YES” TO SEASONAL HOMES AND THEIR OWNERS.

Coverage is subject to policy terms, conditions, limitations, exclusions, underwriting review and approval, and may not be available for all
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